When one word replaces another in a speech error, the two words predominantly share syntactic category membership; this is the syntactic category constraint. Stem exchanges like "trucked the park" appear to violate this constraint, implying either that morphological representations do not include syntactic category information (e.g., Garrett, 1975) or that syntactic category membership only softly constrains lexical errors (Stemberger, 1985) . Four experiments elicited exchanges with target phrases like "taped the record," in which the intended nouns sound different when used as nouns (REcord) or as verbs (reCORD). With such phrases, a stem exchange reveals whether the word produced in verb stem position is a noun or verb. Against the predictions of standard accounts, in stem exchange errors, speakers predominantly produced phrases like "reCORDed the tape," revealing that target nouns erroneously produced in verb stem position were produced as verbs. The pattern of results suggests that the processing of morphological representations is strongly influenced by syntactic information.
utterance is misplaced into another location, and noncontextual substitution errors (e.g., "I don't speak very well in a single bed"; Fromkin, 1971) where a word that is not intended to be in an utterance intrudes upon that utterance. Importantly, at least 80% of contextual substitution errors and 95% of noncontextual substitution errors involve the substitution of words from the same syntactic category (Garrett, 1975; Stemberger, 1985) , so that nouns typically replace nouns ("that log could use another fire"), verbs replace verbs (e.g., "she sings everything she writes"; Garrett, 1975) , and so forth. This effect, termed the syntactic category constraint, reveals the syntactic backbone of produced utterances: An exchange like "that log could use another fire" is anomalous only in terms of the meaning the sentence communicates; syntactically, the utterance is still well formed.
Whole words are not the only linguistic units that participate in speech errors. In fact, most speech errors involve individual sounds or phonemes (see Garrett, 1975) . However, unlike lexical errors, which obey the syntactic category constraint, phoneme errors can occur with interacting elements that come from different syntactic categories. Thus, in an error like "with this wing I thee red," (Fromkin, 1971 ) the intended words "ring" and "wed" come from different syntactic categories. Phoneme errors do, however, honor their own class of constraints, preserving, for example, vocalic versus consonantal distinctions, syllable position (Dell, 1986) , and certain prosodic properties (Garrett, 1975) . Thus, errors that involve whole words honor linguistic distinctions relevant to whole words (syntactic category, etc.), while errors that involve individual sounds honor linguistic distinctions relevant to sounds (syllable position, prosodic information, etc.). This observation has led to the proposal in most major models of language production that whole words are processed at one level of representation, where words identified by syntactic features (representations typically termed lemmas) are bound to sentence positions, and then phonemes are processed at a subsequent level of representation, where sounds identified by syllabic and metrical features are bound to syllable positions (e.g., Dell, 1986; Garrett, 1975; Levelt, 1989; Levelt et al., 1999) .
However, this simple taxonomy of errors is complicated by errors that involve morphemes or word stems, such as "the park was trucked" or "I roasted a cook." These errors are sometimes called stranding errors (Garrett, 1975) , although we will use the term stem exchanges. Stem exchanges involve the movement of units that generally could be whole words (i.e., they are free morphemes, like park and truck), but in the erroneous sentence context, the moved element is sublexical (the -ed gets left behind). Importantly, it has been estimated that about 70% of such stem exchange errors violate the syntactic category constraint (Garrett, 1975) . Instead, such stem exchanges (especially those that occur within a clause) seem to follow constraints that are more similar to sound-level constraints (see Garrett, 1975 for a detailed description).
Thus, stem exchanges challenge any simple approach to sentence production, where whole words are processed through syntactic category information while phonemes are processed nonsyntactically, with phonological information. Two distinct accounts have been proposed to explain how stem exchanges like these might occur. We briefly describe each and then note a common prediction the two accounts make. The experiments presented here test that prediction.
Within most major models of language production, the evidence from stem exchange errors motivates the proposal that word-like units are processed at two levels of representation. At one level, whole words (lemmas) are retrieved and selected with reference to syntactic category information. At the second level, morphophonemic representations (or positional level representations; Garrett, 1975) are retrieved and selected without reference to syntactic category information. Stem exchanges are then identified as misassignments of representations at this second, postsyntactic level. Such a situation, more or less typical of most models of production (Dell, 1986; Garrett, 1975; Levelt et al., 1999) is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
A quite different analysis of stem exchange errors is provided by Stemberger (1985) . He points out that the stranding errors described by Garrett (1975) that predominantly violate the syntactic category constraint do not involve just inflectional affixes like those described above, but also include errors that strand derivational affixes (e.g., slicely thinned; Stemberger, 1982) and compound word elements. Generally, the error behavior of inflectional and derivational morphology differs (Garrett, 1982; Humphreys, 1998; Stemberger, 1985) , so it is important to deal with the two types of morphology separately. Furthermore, since processes of derivational and compound morphology are used specifically to construct words, usually changing the syntactic category of the original word, it is possible that the high rate of syntactic category violations might result from the involvement of these processes. Stemberger notes that if stem exchange errors that involve only inflectional affixes are examined, then the percentage of exchanges where the syntactic category constraint is observed is roughly the same for both whole word and stem exchange errors, at around 85%. 1 This observation led Stemberger (1985) to 1 Garrett's and Stemberger's estimates vary widely, probably because Stemberger's counts do not include sublexical errors that strand morphemes that are not inflectional affixes. What is important for present purposes is that neither estimate takes into account the factor that we investigate ahead (i.e., the flexibility of syntactic category membership).
FIG. 1.
Standard multilevel account of stem exchange errors. The top level consists of whole words (lemmas) and syntactic/functional roles, the middle level of morphemes and morphological/positional slots, and the bottom level of phonemes and phonological/syllabic slots.
claim that word exchange errors and stem exchange errors involving only inflectional affixes have a similar etiology and are similarly subject to a relatively weak syntactic category constraint. Both kinds of exchanges occur when word/lemma units are misordered (in contextual substitution errors) or misaccessed (in noncontextual substitution errors) in a produced utterance. According to Stemberger, such errors can be best described as occurring within a constraint satisfaction-like framework. One constraint comes from syntactic category information, when processes responsible for ordering lexical items specifically increase the activation of representations from compatible syntactic categories, so that when a noun is to be produced, all nouns increase in activation and so forth. Such a mechanism provides an account of the syntactic category constraint, since on the basis of this source of activation a word from one syntactic category is likely to substitute for another of that same syntactic category. Other factors that influence lexical activation (and therefore lexical selection and misselection) include semantic similarity, phonological similarity, similarity to derivationally related items, and proximity in the surface utterance (the operation of which are all supported by patterns in the speech error record).
Importantly, both the multilevel accounts of stem exchange errors described earlier (Dell, 1986; Garrett, 1975; Levelt et al., 1999) and the constraint satisfaction account (Stemberger, 1985) explain a potential stem exchange like "trucked the park" as a violation of the syntactic category constraint, although in different ways. According to the constraint satisfaction account, an error like "trucked the park" involves the outright violation of the syntactic category constraint; the noun form of "truck" was produced in place of a verb, and the verb form of "park" was produced in place of a noun. This is taken as evidence that syntactic category influences make up a soft constraint, and not a categorical influence, as most models claim. On the other hand, according to the multilevel accounts, "trucked the park" violates the syntactic category constraint in the same way that phoneme exchanges like "with this wing I thee red" do. In "with this wing I thee red," the noun form of "ring" and the verb form of "wed" were appropriately selected, but component phonemes were subsequently misassigned to result in the error. Similarly, according to the multilevel accounts, in "trucked the park," the noun form of "truck" and the verb form of "park" are appropriately selected, but then the component morphemes are subsequently misassigned. For multilevel models, that stem exchanges violate the syntactic category constraint is taken as direct evidence of the involvement of a separate, postsyntactic morphological level.
The four experiments presented here examine the scope of the syntactic category constraint by testing whether errors like "trucked the park" indeed violate the syntactic category constraint, as assumed by either the multilevel or the constraint satisfaction accounts (although for different reasons, as outlined above). Crucially, errors like "trucked the park" are taken as syntactic category violations in either model because of the syntactic category membership of the words that the speaker intended to produce: The word "park" was intended to be a verb, while the word "truck" was intended to be a noun. However, it may be that despite a speaker's intentions, the verb form of "truck" and the noun form of "park" may have been used in a stem exchange like "trucked the park." Put differently, it may be that a stem exchange may begin as a syntactic category violation (in terms of the speaker's intentions), but may not end that way (because the actual utterance used unintended but syntactically compatible words). This is possible because conversion from one syntactic category to another is a very productive means of word formation in English; especially, many nouns can also be spoken as verbs and vice versa.
To evaluate the claim of nonviolation of the syntactic category constraint, we tested speakers in a procedure designed to elicit stem exchanges like "trucked the park." Whether such errors violate the syntactic category constraint was tested by inducing errors with words such as "record," which we term stress-shifting words. Stress-shifting words are bisyllabic words which are pronounced with first-syllable or trochaic stress when produced as a noun (e.g., "REcord"; we use capitalization of a syllable to indicate that it bears primary lexical stress), but are pronounced with second-syllable or iambic stress ("reCORD") when produced as a verb. If a speaker intends to produce "taped the REcord," but instead produces "recorded the tape," then the stress pattern of "record" should indicate whether the word erroneously produced in verb stem position was a noun (if pronounced "REcorded") or a verb (if pronounced "reCORDed"). Stem exchanges pronounced "REcorded the tape" support the claim that stem exchanges violate the syntactic category constraint, either in the manner predicted by the multilevel or constraint satisfaction accounts. Stem exchanges pronounced "reCORDed the tape" support the claim that stem exchanges obey the syntactic category constraint, against the predictions of both accounts. Observation of the latter experimental outcome would require revision of both accounts in a manner that we describe under General Discussion.
THE TASK AND TASK MODEL
In the error elicitation paradigm used here, speakers listened to pairs of words, like "tape. . .REcord." They were instructed to insert the words into phrases of the form " ed the " according to a visually presented directional instruction; here, speakers would receive the instruction "REPEAT," to indicate that the first word ("tape") should be inserted into the first (verb) slot, and the second word ("REcord") into the second (noun) slot, resulting in the phrase "taped the record." Sometimes, words were presented in reverse order, and speakers would receive the instruction to "SWAP" (or "REVERSE" in the first experiment) to again result in the expression "taped the record." Importantly, the procedure was designed so that it was relatively likely that speakers would create stem exchanges by incorrectly producing target words in the opposite production slots, so that against the visual instruction, speakers would place "tape" in the second (noun) slot and "record" in the first (verb) slot. Two features of the procedure promoted such exchanges during task performance: First, the procedure was rapid fire, with repeat and swap trials following quickly upon one another. Second, all fillers were presented with the swap instruction, whereas half of the critical trials were presented with the repeat instruction; the resulting dominance of swap trials induced an experimental set that critical trials worked against, causing more errors with those critical trials.
Critical and filler phrases were chosen so that the correct target utterances were meaningful and thematically coherent ("taped the record" and "flushed the toilet"), so that speakers would at least note, if not rely upon, such meaning features to assist their production. To the extent that production is guided by such meaning features, the task is closer to natural production.
As speakers perform the task, we assume that hearing the presented words activates lexical and conceptual representations of those words. Note that auditory presentation of stress-shifting words like "record" ensures that speakers are presented only with "REcord," the nominal form of the word (however, whether speakers comprehend only the nominal form of the word is an open question; see Cutler, 1986 ). Meanwhile, the task instructions mandate the deployment of a verb phrase syntactic frame (" ed the "). Speakers then integrate the activated lexical representations with the available syntactic frame, relying at least upon the directional instruction that is presented, but based also upon the thematic knowledge that is elicited by the activated lexical representations. Within this task model, stem exchanges should provide evidence consistent with that from natural speech errors and, because of the nature of the words used, have the potential to illustrate the syntactic consequences of an unintentional misordering of constituents. Importantly, we have taken steps to minimize the likelihood that speakers produce such exchanges intentionally (especially the contrast between Experiments 1 and 2 ahead) to reduce the influence of strategies or other nonlinguistic knowledge on the properties of their critical productions.
LOGIC OF THE EXPERIMENTS
Three experiments tested whether stem exchanges obey the syntactic category constraint by examining the pronunciation of stem exchanges with stress-shifting words like "recorded," while a fourth experiment examined segment-changing words like "house" (pronounced /hawz/ when used as a verb and /haws/ when used as a noun). (In general, we describe the logic and implications of the experiments with references to stress-shifting words, assuming extension to segment-changing words when appropriate.) Stress-shifting words in stem exchanges pronounced with nominal first-syllable stress ("REcorded") support the claim that stem exchanges violate the syntactic category constraint, while the same words pronounced with verbal second-syllable stress ("reCORDed") support the claim that stem exchanges obey the syntactic category constraint.
However, a tendency for speakers to produce stress-shifting words in the verb-stem position of a stem exchange with second-syllable stress may be due to other factors. We added two control conditions to all experiments to assess the likelihood of two especially obvious counterexplanations. One possibility, which we call the general verb stress hypothesis, is that speakers will produce "reCORDed the tape" not because the verb "reCORD" has been selected instead of the noun "REcord," but rather because of the general tendency for bisyllabic verbs in English to be spoken with iambic stress (Kelly, 1989; Kelly & Bock, 1988) . That is, the stress-shifting word might be spoken with second-syllable stress when erroneously placed in the verb-stem position just because most bisyllabic words spoken in verb position have second-syllable stress. A related possibility is that speakers may have a general tendency to alternate spoken stress, irrespective of the grammatical category assignments (indeed, this principle may underlie the general verb-stress hypothesis; see Kelly, 1989) . In either case, the claim is that speakers will produce phrases like "reCORDed the tape" for reasons not having to do with the verbal status of "reCORD." We assessed the likelihood of this account by having speakers produce phrases like "shouted the comment," containing noun-verb control words like "comment." The noun-verb control words were chosen to be similar to the stress-shifting words in most respects, but with the difference that the noun-verb controls maintain their first-syllable stress pattern even when used as a verb (e.g., "comment" when used as a verb still has firstsyllable stress). If stem exchanges with stressshifting words are spoken with second-syllable stress ("reCORDed the tape") because of a general tendency to produce any word spoken in a verb position with typical verb stress, then speakers should also tend to produce noun-verb control words with typical verb stress in stem exchanges ("comMENTed the shout").
However, this test for the general verb stress hypothesis highlights a second counterexplanation. Perhaps speakers will avoid utterances like "REcorded the tape" or "comMENTed the shout" simply because such productions include strings that are not known English words. Assume that speakers prepare stress-shifting words sometimes with first-syllable stress and sometimes with second-syllable stress. With first-syllable stress, the resulting string "REcorded" is not a known word, and so a lexical editor might abort the production of such errors prior to articulation so that only stress-shifting words with second-syllable stress would be observed. Put differently, with a lexical editor, errors like "trucked the park" may be free to superficially violate the syntactic category constraint (i.e., the noun form of "truck" can be spoken in verb position), but only when the outcome includes known words (see Levelt, 1989, and Levelt et al., 1999 , for accounts that include such monitors).
To test this, speakers produced target phrases like "desired the talent," containing what we call noun-adjective control words. A stem exchange with this target phrase would create the utterance "talented the desire," an exchange with two important properties. First, since "talented" is a known English adjective, such an error would not be aborted by a lexical editor. Second, since "talented" cannot be used as a verb (leaving aside productive uses), an exchange like "talented the desire" constitutes a violation of the syntactic category constraint. Thus, the noun-adjective condition tests whether stem exchanges respect the syntactic category constraint without raising issues of lexical well-formedness. If stem exchanges are constrained by syntactic category information, errors like "talented the desire" should be rarely observed. On the other hand, if stem exchanges are not constrained by syntactic category information, errors like "talented the desire" should be free to occur and thus should be as prevalent as errors like "commented the shout."
Overall, the form of stress-shifting and noun-verb control words in stem exchanges, and the prevalence of stem exchanges across all three conditions, should differ depending on whether stem exchanges are governed by the syntactic category constraint. The potential patterns of effects that would support the alternative intepretations are summarized in Table 1 .
Four experiments tested these issues. Experiments 1, 2, and 3 use similar materials, but include procedural variations to address different concerns about those materials and the connection between the present experimental methodology and more naturalistic speech errors. Experiment 4 assessed the generality of the conclusions from Experiments 1-3 by testing an entirely different set of materials that use voicing alternation (e.g., "house") instead of stress shifting.
METHOD
The following describes the procedural details for all four experiments.
Speakers. Each experiment tested 48 different native speakers of English, who were members of the University of Illinois community. Speakers received either class credit or cash payment.
Apparatus. Visual stimuli were presented on a 17-inch color monitor, connected to a desktop computer. Auditory stimuli were recorded directly into the computer by the first author at a sampling rate of 22 kHz and were presented during the experiment through an amplified external speaker adjacent to the monitor. All responses were recorded onto standard audio cassettes. Experimental software was designed and run within PsyScope (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993) . In Experiment 1, a head-worn microphone connected to a PsyScope response box was used to detect voice onsets.
Procedure. In Experiment 1, speakers were instructed that they would hear pairs of words, which they should insert into frames of the form " ed the ." They were told to determine which word to insert into which slot based on a visual instruction: If the screen displayed "RE- PEAT," they should insert the first word into the first slot and the second word into the second slot, but if the screen displayed "REVERSE," they should reverse these assignments. Each trial began with presentation of a fixation point. Then, 250 ms after the onset of the fixation point, the stimulus words were auditorily presented as the fixation point remained on the screen. The words were presented in immediate succession, with a 250-ms silent gap between them. At the offset of the second stimulus word, the fixation point was immediately replaced by the visual instruction to "REPEAT" or "REVERSE." The instruction remained on the screen until the voice key detected a response. A 2000-ms intertrial interval followed detection of a spoken response.
Experiments 2, 3, and 4 used the same procedure as Experiment 1, except for the following changes: The 250-ms period during which the fixation point was presented by itself was eliminated so that the onsets of the fixation point and auditory stimuli coincided. The "RE-VERSE" instruction was replaced with a "SWAP" instruction to avoid potential confusion with "REPEAT." The voice key was not used to detect spoken responses in Experiments 2-4; instead, the instruction remained on the screen for 1000 ms. A 750-ms intertrial interval was used. Except for the change from "RE-VERSE" to "SWAP," all changes were implemented to make the procedure more rapid and stressful. (Two other minor details were unique to Experiment 1. First, only Experiment 1 speakers were asked to produce the plural of the target nouns, e.g., "taped the records," although responses were not scored with respect to this instruction. Second, Experiment 1 also included a "noun only" condition, with 18 target phrases like "played the bagpipes." Since this condition carries no theoretical implications not already tested by the noun-adjective control condition, and performance was comparable in those two conditions, it is not discussed further.)
Each experiment began with 10 lead-in items, which were followed without break by the critical and filler trials. Each speaker received a different random ordering of stimuli.
Materials and design. Critical trials came from three target word conditions: (1) stressshifting words, like REcord-reCORD, which are pronounced with first-or second-syllable stress when used as a noun or verb respectively; Experiment 4 tested segment-changing words, like /haws/-/hawz/, which are pronounced with the final segment(s) unvoiced or voiced when used as a noun or verb respectively. (Note that some segmental changes accompany stress alternation, as in /'rek.ərd/ and /rI 'kɔrd/ and vowels sometimes change with voicing alternations, as in /bae/ and /beIR/. However, this does not change the logic of the experiments.) (2) Nounverb control words, like comment, which can be used as a noun or verb, but are phonologically identical in either use. In Experiments 2-4, noun-verb control words were chosen to be maximally similar in phonology to the stressshifting (Experiments 2 and 3) or segmentchanging (Experiment 4) words, especially with respect to stem-final phonological content. (3) Noun-adjective control words like talent, which, when suffixed with -ed, can only be used as adjectives, not verbs. Experiments 1-3 tested 18 items in each condition, and Experiment 4 tested 14. The materials are reported in the Appendix. Note that generally, because there are only a few words in English of each of these types, we could not control for many variables commonly considered in psycholinguistic experiments, such as word frequency, word length, and so forth. One factor that may be particularly important is word frequency, the influence of which is discussed after we present the results.
Each critical item occurred in one of two direction conditions, which we call the repeat and swap conditions. The direction conditions correspond to the order in which speakers received and were to mention the auditorily presented words in the " ed the " frame, as described above. In the repeat instruction condition, speakers were presented with the verb followed by the noun (e.g., "tape. . .REcord"), whereas in the swap instruction condition, speakers were presented with the noun followed by the verb ("REcord. . .tape"). Thus, in both conditions, speakers were instructed to produce well-formed utterances ("taped the REcord"); a stem exchange results when the order of mention in the produced phrase violates the instruction to "repeat" or "swap."
Speakers were divided into two groups. Each direction condition occurred with half of the items from each target condition. The two speaker groups differed only in the assignment of the half of each target condition to each direction condition. As a result of the counterbalancing, a particular speaker heard each target item exactly once, and across all 48 speakers in the two groups, each target item occurred an equal number of times (24) in each direction condition. Overall, all four experiments used a 3 (target word type) ϫ 2 (direction) design; both factors were within speakers, target word type was between items, and direction was within items. In addition to the 54 target items (42 in Experiment 4), speakers were tested on 75 filler items, composed of a noun and a verb in syntactically and thematically acceptable phrases, such as "angered the gorilla," "darned the sock," "polished the spoon," and "tossed the dart." All fillers were presented in the swap direction condition to induce an experimental set to place the first-heard word in the second (noun) production slot and the second-heard word in the first (verb) production slot. If the experimental set is successfully induced, speakers should produce more stem exchanges in the repeat than in the swap direction condition.
Scoring and analysis. Tape recordings were transcribed and coded by the authors. Transcriptions included all discernible information from the auditory recording, including all articulated sounds, filled and unfilled pauses, and restarts. Response coding was performed simultaneously with the transcriptions, such that coding was based on the tape recording, not the transcription.
Responses were coded for two primary characteristics (we illustrate the coding with the target utterance "taped the record"). First, the accuracy of a response was coded as (1) correct, corresponding to the target utterance ("taped the record"); (2) aborted exchange, where a speaker began his or her utterance with the intended noun (spoken in verb position), but aborted production before completing the exchange (anything between "r-" and "recorded the ta-"); (3) complete exchange, where a speaker produced the intended noun in the verb position and the intended verb in the noun position ("recorded the tape"); or (4) other, which was used when we could not be certain that speakers produced a verb phrase (which occurred most often because they left off the past tense or omitted the determiner) or when speakers produced any other kind of response, including extratrial intrusions, nonresponses, and so forth. The aborted exchange and complete exchange categories are collapsed into a category of responses termed exchanges. The mean numbers of exchanges per subject observed in each experiment, as well as the mean numbers of aborted exchanges per subject, is reported in the left half of Table 2. Note that the stress of the outcome words ("REcord" vs "reCORD") was not considered for accuracy coding, nor were any dysfluency-related errors (e.g., filled or unfilled pauses). If speakers produced more than one utterance (i.e., they restarted), coding was based only on their first response. (Note that aborted exchanges that do not include the past tense marker and determiner, like "record. . .," may have turned out as nonverb phrase responses; to maximize the amount of data analyzed, however, and because definitive non-verb phrase responses occurred on less than 5% of all critical responses, we retained such aborted exchanges under the assumption that such errors would have been produced as proper verb phrases.) Second, we coded whether a stress shift (or segment substitution in Experiment 4) occurred with the stress-shifting (and segment-changing) words and their controls. (Note that noun-adjective controls were not coded for stress shifts or segment substitutions, since they could typically not be measured along such dimensions, as they were not necessarily two syllables long or did not end with appropriate stem-final segments.) Stress and voicing were coded twice: First, one of the authors, based on the discernible information in the audio recording during transcription and coding (i.e., in the full phrasal context, without any special analysis tools), evaluated whether the critical word was produced with second-syllable stress (indicative of a stress shift), with first-syllable syllable stress, or other (either because the two syllables seemed of equal strength or because not enough of the critical word was produced to make a judgment). For segment-changing words, the stem-final content was coded as voiced (indicative of a segment substitution), unvoiced, or other. The mean numbers of stress shifts per subject as determined from these author counts are reported in the right half of Table 2 . Second, a linguistically trained judge (who was told only that the stimuli came from an error elicitation experiment 2 ) was given the digitized stem portion of each word (excised from its inflectional and syntactic context by an experimentally naive research assistant) and was asked to judge the lexical stress of the critical stems in Experiments 1-3 and the stem-final voicing of the critical stems in Experiment 4 into the same coding categories described above. The original and the reliability codings were performed independently in that no discrepant codings were changed in either set. (Because of difficulties with excising stems from the tape recordings, the judge could not be given 15 of the 445 stimuli.) Also note that stress and segmental coding was based on the response that was coded for accuracy, so that on restarts, the speaker's first response was coded (e.g., "reCORD. . .taped the REcord" was coded as a stress shift).
Analyses of the original and judge's codings Note. Maximum mean number of errors per cell is 9 for Experiments 1, 2, and 3 and 7 for Experiment 4. "Rpt" refers to the repeat direction condition. Number of aborted exchanges and stress shifts is included in the total number of exchanges and stress shifts respectively. revealed that the agreement between the two was 82.8% (356 of 430 items). To explore the issue of reliability more fully, we performed all statistical analyses both on the original author codings and on the reliability codings. The results of the statistical analyses are reported in Table 4 alongside the analyses of the original codings and are described with the results of each experiment.
Exclusions. Machine errors (involving difficulties with cassette recording equipment) led to 9, 6, 7, and 14 lost critical trials in Experiments 1-4 respectively. In addition, a programming error caused the directional instruction to be incorrect for one item in Experiment 3 ("diagnosed the disease") and four items in Experiment 4 ("cleaned the bath," "discussed the belief," "diagnosed the disease," and "appreciated the sacrifice"). The error was detected during data collection (and Experiments 3 and 4 were run concurrently), so that 21 trials were excluded for the one item in Experiment 3 and 30 trials for each of the four items in Experiment 4. In all, due to these factors, 0.3, 0.2, 1.1, and 6.6% of trials were excluded in the four experiments respectively.
Statistical analyses. Two separate sets of analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted to assess the significance of the differences in response accuracy (number of exchanges) and in target word form (number of stress shifts or segment substitutions). The analysis of response accuracy was conducted to assess whether the nounadjective condition occurred with fewer stem exchanges than the other critical conditions, and the analysis of target word form was conducted to assess whether the tendency to shift stress in a stem exchange to the second syllable of stressshifting verbs was significantly different from the tendency to shift stress to the second syllable of noun-verb control words. Both sets of analyses include two-way ANOVAs conducted across speakers (the number of errors each speaker made in each condition, summed across items) and items (the number of errors on each item in each condition, summed across speakers), with ANOVA designs that corresponded to the materials design discussed above. For response accuracy, 3 ϫ 2 ANOVAs were conducted on the numbers of exchanges, with target word type (stress-shifting, noun-verb control, or noun-adjective control words) and direction (repeat or swap) as factors. In addition, the specific theoretical comparisons outlined in Table 1 were assessed with planned comparisons so that the noun-adjective control condition was compared to the stressshifting and noun-verb control conditions (the other orthogonal planned comparison is also reported). The ANOVAs on the numbers of observed exchanges are reported in Table 3 . For target word form, 2 ϫ 2 ANOVAs were conducted on the number of stress shifts or segment substitutions in stem exchanges produced by each speaker, with target word type (stress-shifting or noun-verb control word) and direction (repeat or swap) as factors. The ANOVAs on the stress shifts were conducted twice: once with the original author codings and once with the reliability codings provided by the experimentally naïve judge. Both sets of ANOVAs are reported in Table 4. (Two auxiliary analyses were conducted to address possible concerns with the stress shift measure. First, the number of observed stress shifts depends on the number of exchanges, since we measured stress shifts in the event of an exchange. This raises the possibility that conditions with a greater number of exchanges may occur with more stress shifts because of the greater opportunity for the stress shift to occur. To assess this, the same ANOVAs were conducted on the proportion of exchanges that occurred with a stress shift [within each cell of each design, the number of stress shifts divided by number of exchanges] for speakers that produced or for items that occurred with at least one exchange per word type condition. The results reported below were corroborated by this analysis, such that all reported differences between word type conditions were significant also in the analysis with this dependent variable of proportion of stress shifts. This suggests that the opportunity for a stress shift is not driving the differences in numbers of stress shifts. Second, because the stress shifts and segment substitutions turned out to be infrequently observed and unevenly distributed across speakers and items, we also conducted sign tests on the stress shift and Note. "PC" refers to planned comparisons defined in text. "CI" refers to 95% confidence interval halfwidths.
segments substitution results. Here too, the patterns of significance reported from the ANOVAs in Experiments 1-3 were corroborated by these sign tests, although the significant effect by speakers in Experiment 4 was not significant when assessed by sign tests.)
EXPERIMENT 1
Experiment 1 elicited stem exchanges like "recorded the tape" to determine whether syntactic category information can influence stem exchanges elicited with such productions. Note. "PC" refers to planned comparisons defined in text; "CI" refers to 95% confidence interval halfwidths; "Original" refers to statistics conducted on the original (author) codings; and "Reliability" refers to statistics conducted on the reliability (excised and naive) codings.
Results
The total numbers of errors and stress shifts in each condition of Experiment 1 are shown in Fig. 2 . Of the overall total of 96 exchanges in the stress-shifting condition, 78 were pronounced with second-syllable stress ("reCORDed the tape"), while only 5 were pronounced with first-syllable stress ("REcorded the tape"), revealing that stress-shifting nouns erroneously spoken in verb position are produced with a verbal stress pattern. This tendency is not likely to be due to a general tendency to shift stress, as speakers shifted stress with the noun-verb control words ("comMENTed the shout") in only 4 of 68 stem exchanges, whereas they left the stress on the first syllable in 58 exchanges. (Note that all stem exchanges in the noun-adjective control condition are categorized as "other" in Figs. 2-5, since stress coding is not applicable to these items, as noted above). The statistical analyses reported in Table 4 confirm that more stress shifts occurred in the stress-shifting condition than in the noun-verb control condition, both across speakers and across items, and in both the original and the reliability codings.
Next, only 16 exchanges occurred overall in the noun-adjective condition ("talented the desire") compared to 96 and 68 exchanges in the stress-shifting and noun-verb control conditions. This suggests that the pattern of stress shifts in the stress-shifting and noun-verb control conditions is not simply due to the lexical ill-formedness of the rarely occurring outcomes. The statistical analyses reported in Table 3 confirm that fewer exchanges occurred in the nounadjective control condition than in the stressshifting and noun-verb control conditions, as supported by the significant effects across speakers and items of target word type and the significant planned comparisons.
The direction factor significantly affected number of observed exchanges (see Table 3 ), reflecting the fact that speakers made more exchanges when the instruction worked against the experimentally established set (106 errors in the repeat condition vs 74 errors in the swap condition). The direction factor did not affect the number of stress shifts (see Table 4 ), and the interaction between direction and target word type on number of exchanges and number of stress shifts was not significant.
FIG. 2.
Total number of exchanges summed across speakers and items for each experimental condition in Experiment 1, with the spoken stress for stress-shifting and noun-verb control words.
Discussion
When speakers made aborted or full stem exchanges, placing an intended noun in the verb position of a phrase, that word was pronounced as a verb, as indicated by the pattern of stress produced on stress-shifting words like "reCORDed." Furthermore, performance with the control stimuli suggests this result is not due to a general tendency to produce any word spoken in verb position with second-syllable stress (since speakers made few stress shifts with noun-verb control words). Neither is the paucity of exchanges like "REcorded the tape" due solely to the fact that words like "REcorded" are not known English words (since speakers made few exchanges with noun-adjective control words). Extended to natural speech errors, these results suggest that the processes that are engaged as stem exchanges occur consult syntactic category information. If borne out by Experiments 2-4, this conclusion suggests that both the multilevel and constraint satisfaction accounts need modification.
However, one concern with the results of Experiment 1 arises because many of the phrases produced in the stress-shifting and noun-verb control conditions were well formed, even when produced as exchanges. For example, the target utterance "taped the record" results in the syntactically and semantically wellformed utterance "recorded the tape" when produced as an exchange. This raises the possibility that speakers may produce phrases like "recorded the tape" intentionally (i.e., that speakers' outcome utterances differed from the experimentally determined target phrases at the level of the message or concept, not at the lexical or morphological levels). If so, errors like "recorded the tape" are only errors inasmuch as they violate the visual instruction to "repeat" or "swap." To address this concern, we modified our materials for Experiments 2 and 3 so that any observed error was unlikely to be an intended utterance on the part of the speaker.
EXPERIMENTS 2 AND 3
So that stem exchanges would not be completely semantically and syntactically well formed, we changed the target verbs from words that could be used as nouns (like "tape" in "taped the records") to verbs that do not have a corresponding noun form (like "borrow" in "borrowed the record"). In Experiment 2, this change was instituted for the stress-shifting condition and the noun-verb control condition (e.g., "marked the accent," used in Experiment 1, was changed to "criticized the accent"), and in Experiment 3, the change was instituted also for the noun-adjective condition ("desired the talent" became "discovered the talent"). Since stem exchanges like "recorded the borrow" are ill-formed semantically and syntactically, it is unlikely that a speaker would produce such a phrase based on a conceptual misspecification, implying that the exchanges observed in Experiments 2 and 3 are likely to be unintentional misorderings.
Also in Experiments 2 and 3, a different set of noun-verb control words was used that was more phonologically similar to the stress-shifting words than the set used in Experiment 1. The new noun-verb control words were chosen so that as much of their stem-final content as possible was matched to that of the stress-shifting words, which all end with /t/ or /d/. This was done to ensure maximum likelihood of the noun-verb words changing stress in case the propensity to shift stress in this general way is sensitive to segmental content. Changing the noun-verb control words also eliminated two problematic words in the Experiment 1 stimuli: "broadcast," which has an irregular past tense for many speakers, and "dial," which is not satisfactorily bisyllabic.
Note that since the target phrases included verbs that could not easily be used as nouns, an error like "recorded the borrow" or "accented the criticize" violates the syntactic category constraint for the second half of the error. Three factors might explain why stem exchanges would still occur. First, the syntactic category constraint is violated in up to 20% of observed whole-word errors, implying that the syntactic category constraint is not completely inviolable. Second, if speakers, realizing they are in error, abort production after the verb but before the noun (e.g., "recorded the. . ."), it is still possible to observe the stress of the produced verb. (In this vein, we might expect that the number of aborted exchanges would not diminish from Experiment 1 to Experiments 2 and 3, whereas the rate of complete exchanges would, since the change of materials should have more of an impact on the production of the second part of stem exchanges-the part that violates the syntactic category constraint. Indeed, comparing the results of Experiment 1 to Experiments 2 and 3 confirms this prediction-see Table 2 .) Finally, it has been observed that exchange errors do not result simply from the independent anticipation of one word and perseveration of another, since exchanges are overrepresented when compared to the rates at which simple anticipations and perseverations occur (e.g., Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1979; see Dell, Juliano, & Govindjee, 1993, for discussion). As such, the first step of an exchange (e.g., placing "record" in the verb position) seems to increase the probability of occurrence of the second step of the exchange (placing "borrow" in the noun position). This can be described as a kind of momentum for errors where the misselection and attendant legal placement of the word "record" into the initial verb position leaves only the illegal noun position for the active and readyto-be-produced verb "borrow" to be inserted into. Hence, the first error precipitates the second. This local momentum may overwhelm the constraining effect of syntactic category information on the positioning of the remaining word. In this way, it may be that an error that includes a violation of the syntactic category constraint (as the second part of an error) can still be used to diagnose whether the syntactic category constraint is effective during the first part of the error.
As noted above, Experiments 2 and 3 differed in that in Experiment 2, the noun-adjective materials used the same target verbs as in Experiment 1-target verbs that could be used as nouns-while in Experiment 3, the target verbs in the noun-adjective condition were changed to verbs that could not be used as nouns (as was done for the other two critical conditions in Experiment 2). We mention the importance of this difference below in light of the results of the two experiments.
Results
The results of Experiments 2 and 3 are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. In both experiments, the pattern of spoken stress in the stress-shifting and noun-verb control conditions replicates that in Experiment 1, although with fewer errors. With stress-shifting words, 27 stem exchanges in Experiment 2 and 42 stem exchanges in Experiment 3 were produced with second-syllable (verbal) stress, whereas only 3 stem exchanges in Experiment 2 and 8 stem exchanges in Experiment 3 were produced with first-syllable (nominal) stress, revealing syntactic influences over the form of stem-exchange outcomes. In the noun-verb control condition, speakers shifted stress only in 3 and 8 stem exchanges in Experiments 2 and 3 respectively, instead leaving stress on the first syllable in 39 and 30 stem exchanges, suggesting that the stress shift is not a general phenomenon of words produced in verb position. As reported in Table 4 , the differences between the number of stress shifts in the stress-shifting and the nounverb control conditions was significant across speakers and items and in both the original and the reliability codings.
The number of exchanges in the noun-adjective condition differed in the two experiments, however: In Experiment 2, the number of exchanges was comparable in all three conditions with 44, 50, and 35 exchanges in the stressshifting, noun-verb, and noun-adjective conditions, which is consistent with the possibility that the pattern of stress production is due to the operation of a lexical editor. (Neither the effect of target word type nor the planned comparison was significant in Experiment 2, as shown in Table 3 .) However, in Experiment 3, only 21 exchanges were observed in the noun-adjective condition compared to 69 in the stress-shifting and 42 in the noun-verb control conditions, suggesting that the difference in materials in the noun-adjective condition between Experiments 2 and 3 is critical. (The effect of target word type and the planned comparison were signifi-cant for Experiment 3 across both speakers and items; see Table 3 .)
The effect of direction (repeat or swap) on the number of exchanges was not significant in Experiment 2 (although it does go in the expected direction, with 74 exchanges in the re-
FIG. 3.
Total number of exchanges summed across speakers and items for each experimental condition in Experiment 2, with the spoken stress for stress-shifting and noun-verb control words.
FIG. 4.
Total number of exchanges summed across speakers and items for each experimental condition in Experiment 3, with the spoken stress for stress-shifting and noun-verb control words.
peat condition and 55 exchanges in the swap condition), but it was significant in Experiment 3 (where speakers made 86 exchanges in the repeat condition and 46 exchanges in the swap condition). The number of stress shifts was not affected by the direction factor (except by items in the reliability codings only in Experiment 3), and the direction factor did not interact with the target word type factor in either experiment or with either measure, as reported in Table 4 .
Discussion
The pattern of spoken stress on stress-shifting and noun-verb control words replicates that found in Experiment 1. Since stem exchanges in Experiments 2 and 3 resulted in syntactically and semantically ill-formed phrases, the patterns of results in these experiments are unlikely to be the result of speakers intending to produce the stem exchange (i.e., the exchanges do indeed appear to be like speech errors). The results suggest that even when a stem exchange is the result of an unintentional misordering, syntactic category information strongly influences the form that the stem exchange takes.
Although the pattern of spoken stress in Experiment 2 replicates the results of Experiment 1, the overall number of exchanges in the nounadjective condition of Experiment 2 does not. Surprisingly, speakers made twice as many exchanges in the noun-adjective condition in Experiment 2 as they did in Experiment 1 (16 vs 35 exchanges in Experiments 1 and 2 respectively) with nearly the same stimuli and the same number of opportunities. This occurred in spite of the opposite trend in the other experimental conditions, where the exchange totals were nearly cut in half (96 vs 44 exchanges in the stress-shifting condition and 68 vs 50 exchanges in the noun-verb control condition). However, note that only the stimuli of the stress-shifting and noun-verb control conditions were modified from Experiment 1 to Experiment 2 (by changing the target verbs to words that could only be used as verbs); the nounadjective stimuli were unchanged, with target verbs that could also be used as nouns. In Experiment 3, when the noun-adjective stimuli were modified in the same way as the other conditions were for Experiment 2, the number of observed errors drops again-to 21 exchanges. This impact of the syntactic wellformedness of even the noncritical parts of the exchange can itself be taken as testament to the influence of syntactic category information in stem exchanges.
Overall, the results of Experiments 2 and 3 extend the implications of Experiment 1 in that the influence of syntactic category information over stem exchange errors seems to hold under conditions that are unlikely to involve the intentional production of a reversed order by the speaker. Furthermore, we mention three more points related to the intentional or unintentional nature of the observed exchanges. First, note that the critical finding of Experiments 1-3 is that speakers heard stress-shifting words with first-syllable stress (e.g., "REcord") and automatically produced such words in stem exchanges with second-syllable stress (e.g., "reCORD"). Regardless of how intentional the exchanges were, any alternative account of the results will have to explain this automatic tendency to shift stress. Second, Table 2 reports the numbers of aborted exchanges in each condition of each experiment. Since aborted exchanges represent a speaker-initiated termination of production, it is reasonable to suppose that they often represent self-diagnosed errors. Note that every pattern of results observed with the combined aborted and complete exchanges was observed also when analyzing only aborted exchanges (an omnibus analysis across the first three experiments on the number of aborted exchanges and the number of stress shifts during aborted exchanges reveals the same basic pattern of significance as did the individual analyses conducted on the aborted and complete exchanges combined). Third, during transcription of Experiment 1, any indication that speakers noticed their errors (for example, by correcting the utterance to the target production or by saying "oops") was noted. Twenty-two such trials were observed (despite the rapid-fire nature of the experiment, which left little time between trials for such utterances, and despite speakers being told that if they got into trouble on a particular trial to go on and concentrate on the next trial). Of these 22 trials, 8 occurred in the stress-shifting condition, 12 in the nounverb control condition, and 2 in the noun-adjective control condition. In the stress-shifting condition, all 8 exchanged verbs were produced with second-syllable stress, while in the nounverb condition, only 2 exchanged verbs were produced with second-syllable stress. Thus, even with these explicitly diagnosed errors, the pattern of results reflects the operation of the syntactic category constraint. Overall, it is important to acknowledge that the experimental task provides only a rough analog to the conditions that precipitate natural speech errors. However, the robustness of the results from Experiments 1-3 suggests that the implications are important despite this limitation.
Finally, Experiment 4 tested the same issues as Experiments 1-3, but with a different class of words.
EXPERIMENT 4 Experiments 1-3 used stress-shifting words to diagnose the syntactic category membership of the errant verb in stem exchanges. In Experiment 4, we instead tested segment-changing words like "house," which are pronounced with a voiceless final consonant when used as a noun, but with a voiced final consonant when used as a verb. Speakers produced target utterances like "destroyed the house"; if a stem exchange is created with this utterance, speakers would produce "housed the destroy." The claim that stem exchanges are influenced by syntactic category information would receive support if the final consonants are voiced in stem exchanges that include segment-changing words.
In all other respects, the materials of Experiment 4 were designed with criteria corresponding to those of Experiment 3. New noun-verb controls were used that were as phonologically similar to the segment-changing words as possible. The noun-adjective condition in Experiment 4 was like that of Experiment 3.
Results
The pattern of results is illustrated in Fig. 5 . The pattern of produced voicing is consistent with the results of the previous experiments, though the effect is weaker. With segmentchanging words, nine stem exchanges were produced with the voiced stem-final content indicative of their use as verbs, whereas seven stem exchanges were produced with the unvoiced stem-final content indicative of their use as nouns. With noun-verb control words, however, only 1 stem exchange was produced with voiced final consonants, whereas 36 were produced with unvoiced final consonants, suggesting that the tendency to change voicing observed with the segment-changing words is not a general accommodation effect. The statistical analyses reported in Table 4 indicate that the difference in number of segment substitutions in the segment-changing condition versus the noun-verb control condition is weak, as the target word type factor was significant only in the analysis by speakers; this difference was only marginally significant ( p Ͻ .09) by items, and was not significant in either analysis in the reliability codings. Given the small number of substitutions (as well as the fact that the difference is not reliable by the sign tests mentioned earlier), this difference should be interpreted with caution.
The number of observed exchanges included an unexpected result in that only 19 exchanges occurred in the segment-changing condition compared to 57 in the noun-verb control condition. However, note that only 18 exchanges were observed in the noun-adjective condition, similar to the previous experiments. Table 3 reports a significant effect of target word type for Experiment 4, showing that the number of exchanges differed between the three conditions. However, the planned comparisons are less informative in light of the unexpectedly low rate of exchange in the segment-changing condition, so Scheffé post hoc tests by speakers (t1) and items (t2) were performed to investigate whether specific pairwise differences were significant. Those tests reveal that the difference between the noun-verb control and the segmentchanging condition is significant [t1(94) ϭ 5.57; t2(39) ϭ 3.28], as is the difference between the noun-verb and the noun-adjective conditions (t1(94) ϭ 5.88; t2(39) ϭ 3.46). The segment-changing and noun-verb control conditions did not differ (t1 (94) Ͻ 1;  t2(39) Ͻ 1) .
The effect of direction was marginally significant by speakers and significant by items, as speakers made more exchanges in the repeat condition (57 exchanges) than in the swap condition (37 exchanges; see Table 3 ). The direction factor did not affect the number of segment substitutions (see Table 4 ), nor was the interaction between direction and the target word type factor significant in the analysis on number of exchanges or number of segment substitutions (see Tables 3 and 4) .
Discussion
Experiment 4 provides some support for the conclusions drawn from Experiments 1-3 as well as highlights new issues and insights. Although speakers made few exchanges with segment-changing words, when they did, they pronounced those words sometimes with the voiced final consonant characteristic of verbs and sometimes with the unvoiced final consonant characteristic of nouns. However, with the noun-verb control words, there was almost no tendency for speakers to change the voicing of the word-final consonant in an exchange error so that the tendency to voice final consonants found with segment-changing words is still notable.
The results of Experiment 4 were interestingly different from those of Experiments 1-3. Segment-changing words were less likely to participate in stem exchanges in Experiment 4; in fact, segment-changing words participated in exchanges about as often as the syntactically unlicensed noun-adjective control words. Also, segment-changing words were pronounced as verbs in Experiment 4 proportionally less often than stress-shifting words were in Experiments 1-3. Both results suggest to us that speakers were less likely to have the verbal form of the segment-changing words available during task performance than they were to have the verbal form of stress-shifting words in the previous experiments. Put differently, /hawz/ was less likely to be accessed when speakers heard and understood /haws/ than "reCORD" was when speakers heard and understood "REcord." Why the verbal form might be less accessible for segmentally distinct alternatives compared to stress-distinct alternatives may be related to the phonological competition induced in the production system between phonologically similar pairs and might turn out to be revealing as to the nature of what constitutes phonological similarity. We leave further investigation to future research.
Before discussing the general implications of these results, two methodological concerns relevant to all four experiments should be addressed. First, when providing judgments of stress shifts and segment substitutions, the authors and the naïve coder may have been biased against perceiving unknown words like "REcorded" or "comMENT" (Martin, 1970) . With the current set of materials, it is difficult to assess the influence of this potential bias. We note one observation, however. For the stressshifting words, the original author codings, which were performed in context, would be subject to this bias (since "REcorded" is not a word), but the reliability codings, which were performed on words excised from their inflectional context, would not (since "REcord" is a word). Thus, one way to assess the strength of this perceptual bias is to compare the number of stress shifting words judged as having firstsyllable stress originally compared to those in the excised codings; a powerful bias would be indicated if the excised codings of the stressshifting words were perceived with first-syllable stress markedly more often. Across the four experiments, 228 stress-shifting words were judged by both sets of coders; of those, the authors judged 23 words (10.1%) as occuring with first-syllable stress (judged as "REcorded") or unvoiced stem final content, whereas the experimentally naïve judge took 34 words (14.9%) as occurring with first-syllable stress (judged as "REcord") or unvoiced stemfinal content. Thus, the perceptual bias amounts to 11 misperceived items across the four experiments (2.75 misperceived items per experiment). Given the sizes of the differences in the experiments, it seems unlikely that this relatively small bias would have a substantial impact on any conclusions.
Second, under Method it was noted that the frequency of usage of the noun and verb forms of the critical words could not be controlled. This is a concern because with the present experimental task, frequency may have one obvious effect: A target noun in the stress-shifting or noun-verb conditions may tend to participate more in stem exchanges (where it is used as a verb) if its frequency of use as a verb is high relative to its use as a noun. Similarly, a target noun in the noun-adjective condition (like "talent") may participate in more stem exchanges if its frequency of use as an adjective ("talented") is high. Generally, possible frequency differences between target and nontarget forms among the conditions may be at least partially responsible for the numbers of exchanges observed in the experiments.
Fortunately, however, the frequency profiles of the noun-adjective and the noun-verb control conditions were similar. For the noun-adjective controls, the average frequency of the noun usages (e.g., "talent") was higher (means of 48 occurrences per million in Experiment 1 and 40 occurrences per million in Experiments 2 and 3; Francis & Kučera, 1982) than the average frequency of the adjective usages (e.g., "talented"; mean of 5 occurrences per million in Experiments 1-3). Similarly, for the noun-verb control condition, the frequency of the noun usages (e.g., the noun "comment") was higher than the frequency of the verb usages (e.g., the verb "comment"; with means of 90 vs 41 occurrences per million respectively in Experiment 1 and 38 vs 15 occurrences per million in Experiments 2 and 3). Nevertheless, small numbers of exchanges were observed in the noun-adjective condition (an average of 24 exchanges per experiment) compared to the noun-verb control condition (an average of 53.3 exchanges per experiment). Thus, despite their roughly similar frequency profiles, the noun-verb and noun-adjective control conditions had quite different exchange rates. Furthermore, in the stress-shifting condition, the average frequencies of the noun (e.g., "REcord") and verb (e.g., "reCORD") forms were close, at 36 and 41 occurrences per million respectively, yet we observed similar numbers of exchanges in the stress-shifting conditions as in the noun-verb control conditions, where the noun forms were relatively more frequent. Thus, despite their different frequency profiles, the stress-shifting and noun-verb conditions had similar overall stem exchange rates. Overall, these considerations suggest that frequency has only a limited role to play in the observance of stem exchanges in these experiments.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The experiments yielded two primary results: (1) Major syntactic category information can influence the form of spoken words in stem exchanges, as revealed in the stress-shifting and segment-changing conditions, where speakers were more likely to use the verbal rather than nominal form of an errant verb in a stem exchange. (2) Major syntactic category information can influence the frequency of stem exchange errors, as speakers were less likely to make exchanges in the syntactically unlicensed noun-adjective condition. Both conclusions suggest that the syntactic category constraint applies to stem exchange errors and are thus incompatible with the assumptions of the multilevel and constraint satisfaction accounts of sentence production. Next, we discuss the impact the data have on these accounts.
Implications for Current Models of Sentence Production
Multilevel accounts. Following Garrett (1975) , most accounts of sentence production (Dell, 1986; Levelt et al., 1999) have taken the presumed tendency for stem exchanges to violate the syntactic category constraint as a primary motivation for the postulation of a positional or morpheme level, representing lexical items without reference to the major syntactic category membership of those items. It is increasingly unclear whether this implication can be maintained. First, the strength of the case is weakened by Stemberger's (1985) already noted observation that stem exchanges that strand only inflectional affixes rarely violate the syntactic category constraint. Second, the present data suggest that many of those stem exchanges that do seem to violate the syntactic category constraint may not actually violate it, as the production system is able to exploit the alternative syntactic forms of intended words to maintain syntactic integrity in the face of an impending misordering. The possibility of feedback from the positional/morphological level to the syntactic/lemma level is unlikely to suffice as an explanation of this compliance with the syntactic category constraint, as the patterns of effects observed here seem too strong to have as their cause the weaker influences that fedback activation typically provides (Dell & Reich, 1981) . Evidence apart from that seen with stem exchanges has been taken to support the operation of a positional/morphological level (Garrett, 1975) , but much of it can be accounted for without postulating a separate level of representation at which syntactic category information plays no role (Stemberger, 1985 ; but see also Roelofs, Meyer, & Levelt, 1999) . At the very least, then, we take these results to suggest that the misplaced units in stem exchange errors are unlikely to be the syntactic-category-agnostic units proposed by standard multilevel accounts of sentence production.
Constraint-based accounts. In Stemberger's (1985) constraint-based treatment of sentence production, two interrelated observations are germane to the present discussion. First, Stemberger notes that whole-word and stem exchanges that involve only inflectional affixes act alike with respect to the constraining influence of syntactic category information. This is taken to support the claim that whole-word and stem exchanges do not occur as a result of the misassignment of different kinds of representations.
As suggested above, the present data support this conclusion. Second, Stemberger notes that whole-word and stem exchanges both tend to violate the syntactic category constraint somewhat, especially when other information processing factors (e.g., the influence of semantics, morphology, phonology, or surface proximity) conspire to cause an error. Stemberger takes the violability of the syntactic category constraint to indicate that syntactic category information exerts a weaker influence over the sentence production process (and error process) than is posited by other production models.
Interestingly, the present data suggest that a reasonable proportion of the exchange errors (whole-word or stem) that are taken to violate the syntactic category constraint may not do so. A revealing way to consider this issue is to revisit the distinction between contextual and noncontextual substitution errors (referring to whether the source of the error was or was not in the same utterance as the target of the error). According to Stemberger (1985) , 80% of contextual substitution errors honor the syntactic category constraint, while over 95% of noncontextual substitution errors do so. If the data from the present experiments can be extended to naturalistic speech errors, then some proportion of what were previously categorized as contextual substitution errors that ostensibly involve a violation of the syntactic category constraint are really noncontextual substitution errors. When a speaker intends to say "taped the REcord," but instead says "reCORDed the tape," the verb representation "reCORD" was not intended to be spoken in the target utterance. Similarly, an error like "trucked the park" involves use of the unintended verbal truck representation that does not occur in the target utterance. (Note that if such noncontextual substitution errors occur, they involve an extremely close relationship between the intended and intruding words. However, close relationships commonly occur between the interacting items in noncontextual substitution errors; see, for example, Dell & Reich, 1981.) If in fact these kinds of errors are better characterized as noncontextual, their high rate of observance of the syntactic category constraint parallels Stemberger's finding of higher rates of observance for noncontextual than contextual errors. (Of course, this still leaves the class of errors involving derivationally affixed stems and compound words as one that predominantly violates the syntactic category constraint. However, given that it is the role of derivational morphology processes to change words from one syntactic category to another, this is unsurprising.) However, even without the contextual-noncontextual distinction, these results show that the influence of syntactic category information over stem exchanges is more powerful than has been characterized until now.
A corollary of the claim that stem exchanges and whole-word exchanges involve the misplacement of the same kinds of units is that the use of syntactic category flexibility that we observed here with stem exchanges (e.g., using the noun or verb form of "record," depending on the syntactic context) should also be observed with whole-word errors (e.g., errors like "truck the park" should be observed, without stranding any affixes). These errors do exist, as in "we have a large bridge to gap," which was produced recently by one of our colleagues in a research presentation. However, it is unclear what proportion of these can be reanalyzed as observing the syntactic category constraint in the way we have proposed, as no speech error analysis that we know of reports such wholeword exchange errors. One reason why wholeword errors might not exploit syntactic category flexibility to the same extent is that the inflectional affix itself could play an important role in encouraging the use of the syntactically appropriate form. If so, we might expect that in the present experiments, on the occasions where speakers (against the instructions) produced exchanges without past-tense markers, like "record the tape," that fewer stress shifts would be observed. Unfortunately, very few such utterances occurred; across the four experiments, speakers produced only eight such exchanges, three with pronunciations consistent with a verb usage ("reCORD" or /hawz/) and five with pronunciations consistent with a noun usage ("REcord" or /haws/). To draw any firm con-clusion on this point, further research is necessary.
Mechanisms that Underlie Stem Exchanges
Stem exchanges as syntactically constrained lexical errors. One way to view our results is as a compromise between specific assumptions of traditional multilevel accounts and Stemberger's (1985) constraint-based approach. Like the constraint-based approach, we agree that stem and whole-word exchanges are unlikely to involve qualitatively different kinds of lexical representations (like lemmas vs morphemes or functional vs positional level representations). However, consistent with the multilevel accounts, our data suggest that syntactic information exerts a powerful, organizing influence on the kinds of utterances speakers create (both intentionally and unintentionally) that is not well characterized as a soft constraint.
Within this characterization, different mechanisms could account for the use of alternative syntactic forms as observed in stem exchanges like "reCORDed the tape." One possibility (which is consistent with frame-driven models of production) is that an error may originate from an impetus to misorder the two to-beproduced words (just as in a simple misordering like "that log could use another fire"), with the noun form "REcord" poised for misinsertion into the verb stem position. However, as reflected by the syntactic category constraint, verb slots can be filled only by verb representations, and so a simple misordering is not possible here. Meanwhile, the verb representation "reCORD" will develop a prominent level of activation (relative to other verbs), due to some combination of its semantic, phonological, and especially morphological similarities to the intended noun form "REcord." Thus, when the verb stem position is to be filled, the active and syntactically compatible alternative "reCORD" is selected, leading to the stem exchange and the stress shift. Thus, within this account, a tendency to misorder "REcord" and "tape" results in the misselection of "reCORD" over the intended "REcord." (A particularly intriguing possibility is that the verb "reCORD" will increase in activation because the pressure to use "REcord" in the verb position specifically increases the syntactically compatible morphological relative "reCORD" through a morphological transformation mechanism. Such a possibility has profound implications for natural error-free production and could explain a small number of errors we observed where speakers produced target verbs like "deliver" in stem exchanges as "exported the delivery," using a morphologically distinct but syntactically compatible relative.)
A second possibility (which is consistent with lemma-driven models) reverses the order of these two steps. Here, due to the similarity factors just described, the unintended "reCORD" achieves a superthreshold level of activation and is thereby selected for production. Since it is a verb, the selected "reCORD" representation can only be inserted into the verb stem position, again resulting in the stem exchange and stress shift. (Note that there is still a specific role for the morphological relationship within this account, as the production system must somehow represent that upon selection and insertion of "reCORD," "REcord" is no longer an available candidate, as speakers never made errors like "reCORDed the REcord.") Thus, within this account, a high level of activation in an unintended word results in a misordering error. The present data are unable to decide between these two alternative accounts, but importantly, the fact that within both accounts, stem exchanges are constrained by syntactic category information is compatible neither with the assumption of the multilevel model that stem exchanges occur at a syntactically agnostic positional/morphological level, nor with the assumption of the constraint-satisfaction model that syntactic constraints on lexical insertion can be readily overridden.
These mechanisms are related to a mechanism proposed by Cutler (1980) to account for a complementary class of errors known as stress errors, where a speaker produces a misstressed word (e.g., "I put things in that abSTRACT that I can't identify," analogous to an error like "taped the reCORD"). Cutler notes that in most of these errors, the misstressed word exists as a distinct morphological relative (a fact which holds true in our data set in that across Experiments 1-3, we observed four stress shifts in target words when a stem exchange did not occur, like "mocked the reJECT," and all four cases involved stress-shifting words), leading to the conclusion that in such errors, speakers have blended the syntactic category specification of the syntactically appropriate word ("ABstract") with the lexical stress features of a (syntactically inappropriate) morphological relative ("ab-STRACT"). This suggests that lexical entries (i.e., lemmas) are organized along morphological lines so that morphologically related words can blend. In complement to Cutler's observations, the present results also highlight a role for morphological relationships, as speakers are able to produce the stress encoded by a morphological relative that is syntactically consistent with a misplaced lexical item. In short, Cutler's results highlight the influence that morphological relationships have during lexical selection, whereas our results highlight the influence of syntactic relationships during morphological processing. Taken together, this suggests that lexical access and morphological processing are tightly linked, which is consistent with the mechanisms just described.
Late accommodation models. An alternative mechanism, which ultimately is compatible with multilevel models, is that the observed stress shifts arise from late processes, which apply after misplacements at a syntactically agnostic positional/morphological level. One possibility is that the production system uses a late syntactic editor or monitor, which prevents speakers from uttering syntactically ill-formed expressions like "REcorded the tape" or "talented the desire." Indeed, such an explanation falls naturally from already motivated claims of editor operation, such as the claim that prearticulatory output is monitored by the comprehension system for well-formedness at all levels of analysis (Levelt, 1989) . This account has two difficulties, however. First, recall that according to the original analysis of stem exchange errors (the analysis that originally supported the multilevel approach; Garrett, 1975) , 70% of exchanges that involve sublexical units (stranding any kind of morpheme) violate the syntactic category constraint. 5 If an editor monitors prearticulatory output for syntactic well-formedness, it nevertheless seems to permit many syntactically ill-formed utterances to be spoken (unless a reanalysis of the syntactic well-formedness of the stem exchange outcome is performed, along the lines proposed here). Second, two observations concerning the stress-shifting stem exchanges are relevant: (a) Syntactically illformed utterances like "REcorded the tape" are rarely observed; a prearticulatory editor can account for this observation. (b) Also, syntactically well-formed exchanges, like "reCORDed the tape" are commonly observed. A passive editor which merely prevents ill-formed production cannot account for this latter observation. An additional mechanism is required that specifically exaggerates the likelihood of use of the verb pronunciation of stress-shifting words.
Such an additional mechanism might be a late procedure that assigns lexical stress during production (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999 , describe such a procedure). Provided that this mechanism operates after positional/morphological processing, its operation can preserve the multilevel account of stem exchange errors, even with the stress shifts observed in these experiments. The present data carry two implications for this account, however: First, the syntactically compatible stem exchanges in the segment-changing condition of Experiment 4 (where speakers had some tendency to voice the final segments of outcome verbs) cannot be subsumed under this mechanism. The presence of those utterances needs to be explained in some other manner (perhaps as a task artifact, since they were infrequently observed). Second, further explication of the mechanism that causes the stress shift in the stem exchange seems necessary to explain why the stress shift leads to the production of a syntactically well-formed utterance. One possibility is that the stress assignment mechanism consults syntactic information to in-form the decision about what stress pattern to use. Note that this late use of syntactic information (in a lexically specific manner, since stress shifts were not observed in the control condition) runs against the standard information encapsulation principles of multilevel accounts (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999) . A second possibility is that the editor will guide the stress assignment process to any alternative form that is only stress distinct, provided that the alternative form is a known word. This would predict that speakers should shift stress as observed here, but even for alternatives that are not morphologically related. A third possibility is that the editor guides the production system to re-produce the item "from the top"-that "reCORD" is a replanned correction from "REcord." It is not clear why such a correction would not repair the entire exchange, however (resulting in "taped the REcord"), rather than merely leading to the local correction of a globally erroneous utterance.
Because of these complications with late accommodation models, we believe that they provide a less satisfying explanation of stem exchange performance than the accounts described above, which claim that the syntactic behavior of stem exchanges arises directly from the influence of syntax over the placements of lexical and sublexical units. However, even if a late accommodation model is adopted, the present data are likely to entail a more profound role for syntactic category information in the etiology of stem exchange errors than has been claimed by existing proposals.
Conclusions
The point of the present work can be summarized with the claim that the syntactic category constraint has even greater scope than originally thought. Not only is the likelihood of a whole-word error constrained by whether the exchanging elements of that potential error have the same major syntactic category membership, but both the form (e.g., "REcord" vs "reCORD") and the frequency of sublexical errors involving morphemes are affected by those same syntactic factors. Specifically, speakers appear to produce words in stem exchanges that are syntactically compatible with their outcome location, and if a syntactically compatible word is unavailable (as with the noun-adjective control words), the occurrence of the error itself is less likely. Overall, this work suggests that a simple, organized architecture underlies phrase and sentence production, within which word errors occur at a single level of lexical representation at which words indexed by syntactic category features are assigned surface syntactic roles, while phoneme errors occur at a following level of phonemic representation where segments are assigned to syllabic locations. 
